
FlowDesk  3 Assembly Instructions

Box 1

1. Pre-Assembled Acacia table top with 
cable tray box & Stability bar with hardware.

2. L-Columns - 1 & 2 

3. 2 Foot Bases

4. L key, Type A screws, Type B screws, Type C screws

FlowDesk 3; Acacia Wood | MS Base 

Box 2

TM



1. Place the pre assembled table top upside down
on the protective cover.

2. Unscrew the Type A screws on security plate and screws on the parallel frame using 
the L key and take the coiled wires out. 

Please note security plate is put for shipping safety. You can choose to keep
it or discard it post installation. 
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3. Place the columns as per their respective number. Make sure the groove of
the strength bar on the column is facing the cable management and utility tray.

Using the Type A screws & L-Key, secure the columns.

Type A screws on frame

Connect the column wires to
the control box, the main switch wire and control bu�on wire.

Main switch plug in

4. Connect the column wires, main plug wire, and the control button.
Use the TYPE C screws to secure the control button to the desk.

Once done, you can seal it back with the security plate if you wish.
to keep it -using the same TYPE A screws.
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You can connect the control box on either side.



4. Now with the columns xed to the surface, use the type B screws
 to x the column feet to the columns using the L Key.

1 column 2 column

6. Push the invisible touch controls, gently press the up & down arrows to adjust height, 
you can save up to 4 heights using the control panel, to save, get the table to the 

desired height, Press M and then number setting on which you want to save.
eg. If you want to save 115cm height @ no. 3, get the table to 115, 

press M and then 3. 
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5. Follow the videos shared for setting up the Stability Bar & Cable Tray.
Once done, ip the desk with the help of a mate.
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